UK Shell/Forax Off Base Fuel Card Rules
NAME _______________________________
LICENSE PLATE NUMBER ______________
FUEL CARD








The Fuel Card is tied to an individual vehicle and license
plate number and the ration authorization is for that
vehicle only. Initial _________.
The Fuel card expires when your ID card or
driving/fuel permit expires (whichever expires first).
Once you have renewed your ID card or driving/fuel
permit, you must come to the Exchange so we can
update the expiration date in the Forax system. This
must be done before midnight on the day the fuel
card would expire. Initial __________.
The UK Forax Fuel Ration Card ONLY works in the UK.
ONLY fuel can be purchased with this card.
Initial __________.
Fuel cards like any other debit/credit card have a card
stock expiration date. The date is printed on the lower
right hand side of the front of the fuel card. Please have
your card replaced prior to the expiration date. Initial
______________.



The UK Forax Fuel Ration Card is tied to your Military
Star account. Fuel purchases with the card will
automatically be charged to your Military Star account.
Initial ___________



If the PIN number is entered incorrectly 3 times at an Off
Base Gas Station, the card is blocked until the next day
at which time it is automatically unblocked. If you have
forgotten your PIN number, please go to a card issuing
location and request a new fuel card.
Initial ____________

SIGNATURE________________________________
DATE_________________________________
At UK Off Base Gas Stations)


The Forax Fuel Card can be used at almost 3,500
locations in the UK (Shell, ESSO, Texaco & Total)



At the UK Off Base Gas Stations, the Personal
Identification Number (PIN), received during card
activation, must be entered to process the transaction. At
manned stations no PIN match results in the entire
transaction being taxed and you must pay in British
Pound. At unmanned stations no fuel can be pumped if
the PIN entry does not match what is assigned to the
card. The transaction is not refundable. Initial________.



Exceeding your ration at a UK Off Base Gas Station will
result in a split transaction and all liters over your
authorized ration will be charged at the UK economy
price. Initial_________



Buying fuel at a UK Off Base Gas Station with expired
privileges will result in paying the UK economy fuel price.
Initial_________
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